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Eyetracking facilities are typically restricted to monitoring a single person viewing static images or prerecorded video. In the present article, we describe a system that makes it possible to study visual attention in
coordination with other activity during joint action. The software links two eyetracking systems in parallel and
provides an on-screen task. By locating eye movements against dynamic screen regions, it permits automatic
tracking of moving on-screen objects. Using existing SR technology, the system can also cross-project each
participant’s eyetrack and mouse location onto the other’s on-screen work space. Keeping a complete record of
eyetrack and on-screen events in the same format as subsequent human coding, the system permits the analysis
of multiple modalities. The software offers new approaches to spontaneous multimodal communication: joint
action and joint attention. These capacities are demonstrated using an experimental paradigm for cooperative
on-screen assembly of a two-dimensional model. The software is available under an open source license.

Monitoring eye movements has become an invaluable
method for psychologists who are studying many aspects
of cognitive processing, including reading, language processing, language production, memory, and visual attention (Cherubini, Nüssli, & Dillenbourg, 2008; Duchowski,
2003; Griffin, 2004; Griffin & Oppenheimer, 2006; Meyer
& Dobel, 2003; Meyer, van der Meulen, & Brooks, 2004;
Rayner, 1998; Spivey & Geng, 2001; Trueswell & Tanenhaus, 2005; G. Underwood, 2005; Van Gompel, Fischer,
Murray, & Hill, 2007). Although recent technological advances have made eyetracking hardware increasingly robust and suitable for more active scenarios (Land, 2006,
2007), current software can register gaze only in terms of
predefined, static regions of the screen. To take eyetracking to its full potential, we need to know what people are
attending to as they work in a continuously changing visual
context and how their gaze relates to their other actions and
to the actions of others. Although present limitations simplify data collection and analysis and call forth considerable ingenuity on the part of experimenters, they invite us
to underestimate the real complexity of fluid situations in
which people actually observe, decide, and act. At present,
we are only beginning to understand how people handle
multiple sources of external information, or multiple communication modalities. Despite growing interest in the interactive processes involved in human dialogue (Pickering

& Garrod, 2004), the interaction between language and visual perception (Henderson & Ferreira, 2004), how visual
attention is directed by participants in collaborative tasks
(Bangerter, 2004; Clark, 2003), and the use of eye movements to investigate problem solving (Charness, Reingold,
Pomplun, & Stampe, 2001; Grant & Spivey, 2003; J. Underwood, 2005), the generation of suitably rich, multimodal
data sets has up until now been difficult.
There is certainly a need for research of such breadth.
Complex multimodal signals are available in face-to-face
dialogue (Clark & Krych, 2004), but we do not know how
often interlocutors actually take up such signals and exploit
them online. Examining each modality separately will give
us an indication of its potential utility but not necessarily
of its actual utility in context. Single-modality studies may
leave us with the impression that, for joint action in dialogue or shared physical tasks, all instances of all sources of
information influence all players. In some cases, we tend to
underestimate the cost of processing a signal. For example,
we know that some indication of the direction of an interlocutor’s gaze is important to the creation of virtual copresence, and that it has many potential uses (Cherubini et al.,
2008; Kraut, Gergle, & Fussell, 2002; Monk & Gale, 2002;
Velichkovsky, 1995; Vertegaal & Ding, 2002). Controlled
studies with very simple stimuli, however, have shown
that processing the gaze of another is not a straightfor-
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ward bottom-up process. Instead, it interacts with what the
viewer supposes the gazer might be looking at (Lobmaier,
Fischer, & Schwaninger, 2006). In genuine situated interaction, there are many sources of such expectations, and all
require some processing on the part of an interlocutor. General studies of reasoning and decision making (Gigerenzer,
Todd, & ABC Research Group, 1999) have suggested that
people have astute strategies for circumventing processing
bottlenecks in the presence of superabundant information.
It would be surprising if they did not streamline their interactions in the same way. To know how, we need to record
individuals’ dividing their attention between the fluid actions of others, their own attempts at communication, and
the equally fluid results of a joint activity.
Given two eyetrackers and two screens, four breakthroughs are required before the technology can be usefully adapted to study cooperation and attention in joint
tasks. First, one central virtual world or game must drive
both participants’ screens, so that both can see and manipulate objects in the same world. Second, it must be possible
to record whether participants are looking at objects that
are moving across the screen. Third, it must be possible
for each participant to see indications of the other’s intentions, as they might in real face-to-face behavior. For onscreen activities, those intentions would be indicated by
icons representing their partner’s gaze and mouse location.
Finally, to give a full account of the interactions between
players, the eyetracking, speech, and physical actions of
the 2 participants must be recorded synchronously. Finding solutions to these problems would open up eyetracking
methodology not only to studies of joint action but also
to studies of related parts of the human repertoire—for
example, joint viewing without action, competitive rather
than collaborative action, or learning what to attend to in
the acquisition of a joint skill. In the present article, we will
describe solutions to these problems using the SR Research
Eyelink II platform. The resulting software is available
under an open source license from http://wcms.inf.ed.ac
.uk/jast. We will demonstrate the benefits of the software
within an experimental paradigm in which 2 participants
jointly construct a figure to match a given model.
Review
Commercial and proprietary eyetracking software reports where a participant is looking, but only in absolute
terms or by using predefined static screen regions that do
not change over the course of a trial. The generic software
for the Eyelink II tracker supplied with the system (SR
Research, n.d.) provides a good basis for going forward. It
can be used to generate raw eye positions and will calculate blinks, fixations, and saccades, associating fixations
with static, user-defined regions of the screen. It does
not support the definition of dynamic screen regions that
would be required to determine whether the participant
is looking at an object in motion. Nor does it support the
analysis of eye data in conjunction with alternative data
streams such as language, video, and audio data, or eye
stream data from two separate machines. It will, however,
take messages generated by the experimental software and
add them to the rest of the synchronized data output, and
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it can pass messages to other Eyelink trackers on the same
network. We use this facility to implement communication between our eyetrackers. SR Research, the makers of
the Eyelink II, provided us with sample code that displays
the eye cursor from one machine on the display of another
by encoding it as a string on the first machine, sending
the string as a message to the second machine, parsing the
string back into an eye position on the second machine,
and using that information to change the display (Brennan, Chen, Dickinson, Neider, & Zelinsky, 2008).
Despite the lack of commercial support for dual eyetracking and analysis against other ways of recording
experimental data, some laboratories are beginning to
implement their own software. In one advance, a series of
eye movements (scanpaths) produced by experts are later
used to guide the attention of novices (Stein & Brennan,
2004). In another, two eyetrackers are used in parallel with
static displays but without cross-communication between
one person’s tracker and the other’s screen (Hadelich &
Crocker, 2006; Richardson, Dale, & Kirkham, 2007;
Richardson, Dale, & Tomlinson, 2009). In a third, one participant’s scanpath is simulated by using an automatic process to display a moving icon while genuinely eyetracking
the other participant as he or she views the display (Bard,
Anderson, et al., 2007). In a fourth, Brennan et al. (2008)
projected genuine eye position from one machine onto the
screen of another while participants shared a visual search
task over a static display. Steptoe et al. (2008) and Murray
and Roberts (2006) keyed the gaze of each avatar in an immersive virtual environment to actual tracked gaze of the
participant represented by the avatar, but without a shared
dynamic visual task.
Data Capture
Dual eyetracking could be implemented using any pair
of head-free or head-mounted eyetrackers, as long as they
can pass messages to each other. Our own implementation
uses two head-mounted Eyelink II eyetrackers. Eyetracking studies start with a procedure to calibrate the equipment that determines the correspondence between tracker
readings and screen positions, and they usually incorporate
periodic briefer recalibrations to correct for any small drift
in the readings. The Eyelink II outputs data in its proprietary binary format, “EDF,” which can either be analyzed
with software supplied by the company or be converted to a
time-stamped ASCII format that contains one line per event.
The output normally contains a 500-Hz data stream of eye
locations with additional information about the calibration
and drift correction results used in determining those locations, plus an online parsed representation of the eye movements in terms of blinks, fixations, and saccades. In addition to this data originating from the eyetracker itself, the
eyetracker output will contain any messages that have been
passed to the eyetracker from the experimental software,
stamped with the time they were received. An Eyelink II
natively uses two computers that are connected via a local
network. The host machine drives the eyetracking hardware
by running the data capture and calibration routines, and
the display machine runs the experimental software. Our
installation uses two Pentium 4 3.0-GHz display machines
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Figure 1. Hardware in the joint construction task (JCT) experimental setup.

running Windows XP with 1-GB DDR RAM, a 128-MB
graphics card, a 21-in. CRT monitor, a Gigabit Ethernet
card, and a Soundblaster Audigy 2 sound card, and two
Pentium 4 2.8-GHz host machines running Windows XP
and ROMDOS7.1 for the Eyelink II control software, with
512-MB DDR RAM and a Gigabit Ethernet card.
Our arrangement for dual eyetracking is shown in Figure 1. Here, because there are two systems, four computers are networked together. In addition to running the experimental software, the display machines perform audio
and screen capture using Camtasia (TechSmith, n.d.)
and close-talking headset microphones. Audio capture
is needed if we are to analyze participant speech; screen
capture provides verification and some insurance against
failure in the rest of the data recording by at least yielding
a data version that can easily be inspected, although the
resulting videos have no role in our present data analysis.
As usual, the display machines are networked to their
respective hosts so that they can control data recording
and insert messages into the output data stream but, in addition, the display machines pass messages to each other.
These are used to keep the displays synchronized. For instance, if Participant A moves his or her eyes, his mouse,
or some on-screen object, the experimental software running on A’s display machine will send a message to that
effect to the experimental software on Participant B’s display machine, which will then update the graphics to show
A’s gaze cursor, A’s mouse cursor, and the shared object in
their new locations. Coordinating the game state is sim-

ply a matter of passing sufficient messages. There is, of
course, a lag between the time when a message is generated on one participant’s machine and the time when it is
registered on the other’s. In our testing, 99% of the lags
recorded were less than 20 msec. In pilot experiments,
debriefed participants did not notice any lag. Even with
the small additional time needed to act on a message to
change the display, this degree of lag is tolerable for studies of joint activity. During any trial, the experimental
software should loop through checking for local changes
in the game and passing messages until both of the participants have signaled that the trial has finished. In our
experimental software, each loop takes around 42 msec.
Since eye positions move faster than do other screen objects, we pass them twice during each loop. Whenever a
display machine originates or receives a message, it sends
a copy of that message to its host machine for insertion
into its output data stream. As a result, the output of both
eyetracking systems contains a complete record of the experiment, although the eye positions are sampled more
coarsely on the opposing than on the native machine.
Example
The experimental paradigm. In our experimental paradigm, 2 participants play a series of construction
games. Their task is to reproduce a static two-dimensional
model by selecting the correct parts from an adequate set
and joining them correctly. Either participant can select and
move (left mouse button) or rotate (right mouse button) any
part not being grasped by the other player. Two parts join
together permanently if brought into contact while each is
“grasped” by a different player. Parts break if both participants select them at the same time, if they are moved out
of the model construction area, or if they come into contact
with an unselected part. Any of these “errors” may be committed deliberately to break an inadequate construction.
New parts can be drawn from templates as required.
These rules are contrived to elicit cooperative behavior:
No individual can complete the task without the other’s help.
The rules can easily be reconfigured, however, or alternative sets of rules can be implemented. Figure 2A shows an
annotated version of the initial participant display from our
implementation of the paradigm with labels for the cursors
and static screen regions. Figure 2B shows a later stage in
a trial in which a different model (top right) is built. Initial
parts are always just below the model. A broken part counter
appears at the top left, a timer in the middle at the top, and
new part templates across the bottom of the screen. After
each trial, the participants can be shown a score reflecting
accuracy of their figure against the given model.
This experimental paradigm is designed to provide a
joint collaborative task. The general framework admits a
number of independent variables, such as the complexity
of the model, the number of primary parts supplied, the
difficulties that are presented by the packing of the initial parts, and whether or not the participants have access
to each other’s speech, gaze cursor, or mouse position.
These variables can all be altered independently from
trial to trial. The paradigm is suitable for a range of research interests in the area of joint activity. Performance
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Figure 2. Annotated screen shots of two variants of the JAST joint construction task. (A) Initial
layout of a construction task. (B) Screen shot 20 sec into a trial in a tangram construction task.
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can be automatically measured in terms of time taken,
breakages, and accuracy of the constructed figure against
the target model (maximum percentage of pixels that are
colored correctly when the constructed figure is laid over
the model and rotated). In addition, the paradigm allows
for an analogous task for individuals that serves as a useful control. In the individual “one-player” version, two
parts join together when they touch, even if only one is
selected.
The experimental software. The JAST joint construction task, or JCT, is software for running experiments that
fit this experimental paradigm. It is implemented under
Windows XP in Microsoft Visual C++.Net and draws on
a number of open source software libraries. These include
Simple DirectMedia Layer (SDL) support for computer
graphics (Simple DirectMedia Layer Project, n.d.); addons available for download along with SDL and from the
SGE project (Lindström, 1999) that provide further support for things like audio, rotation, collision detection, and
text; Apache’s XML parser, Xerces (Apache XML Project,
1999) and the Simple Sockets Library for network communication (Campbell & McRoberts, 2005), which we use
instead of the Eyelink II networking support specifically
so that the software can also be run without eyetracking.
When the experimental software is run without an eyetracker, rather than passing messages to a host machine,
the display machine stores the time-stamped messages in
an ASCII file that follows the same structure that the eyetracker itself produces, so that the file can be used in the
same onward processing. Even without the richness of eyemovement data, collaborative behavior can therefore still
be investigated with this software using only two standard
networked PCs.
The configuration of an experiment is defined by a set
of extensible markup language (XML) files. Each experiment consists of a number of trials using one model per
trial. Models are built of polygon parts. Curved surfaces
are simulated by a polygon with a high number of vertices. Our software includes a utility to generate these
curved parts. The initial and target configuration for each
model, and descriptions of the polygon parts used, are
stored in a “stimulus set” XML file, and the experiment
configuration links to a number of these files, which are
presented in order. For each trial, the experiment configuration file specifies the stimulus set, whether to show
the clock, whether this clock counts up or down, the time
limit, whether the position of the partner’s eye and mouse
should be visible, and any text or graphics that should be
shown between trials. It also specifies the machines on
which the experiment will run, whether the experiment
is to be run for individuals or pairs of participants, the
size and location of the static screen regions, and a number of experimenter-composed text messages to display at
certain points in the experiment. When run, the software
performs the eyetracker calibration and then presents the
trials in the order specified, performing drift correction
between trials.
In this implementation of the experimental paradigm,
the messages passed between the eyetrackers, and therefore stored in the output, are the following.

1. Markers showing the time when each trial starts and
ends, along with the performance scores for the number of
breakages and the accuracy of the final construction.
2. Markers near the beginnings of trials showing when
a special audio tone and graphical symbol were displayed,
to make it easier to synchronize the data against audio and
video recordings.
3. Participant eye positions.
4. Sufficient information to reconstruct the modelbuilding state, including joins, breakages, part creation,
and any changes in the locations or rotations of individual
parts.
Our video reconstruction utility takes the ASCII data
from one of the eyetrackers and uses it to create a video
that shows the task with the eye and mouse positions of the
2 participants superimposed. The videos produced from
the two ASCII data files for the same experiment are the
same, apart from subtle differences in timing: Each video
shows the data at the time that it arrived at, or was produced
by, the individual eyetracker used as its source. The utility,
which is again written in Microsoft Visual C++.Net, uses
FFmpeg (Anonymous, n.d.) and libraries from the JCT
experimental software to produce MPEG2 format videos
with a choice of screen resolutions and color depths.
Interpreting participant behavior. Capturing the
data with the methods described creates a complete and
faithful record of what happened during the experiment,
but using primitives below the level of abstraction required
for analysis. For instance, the messages describe the absolute positions of eyes, mice, and all parts throughout the
task, but not in terms of when a participant is looking at a
particular part, even though knowing this is essential to understanding how gaze, speech, and action relate. Therefore,
the next step is to add this higher level of analysis to the data
set. To do this, we transfer the data out of the ASCII format
exported by the Eyelink II and into an XML format. XML
format allows us to use existing parsers and makes it easy to
check that the data conform to our expectations by validating data files against a document-type definition specifying
what sorts of events and objects they should contain.
The resulting XML file contains most of the information gathered so far in the experiment. Drawing data from
the output of both eyetrackers and from the experiment
configuration file, it includes all of the messages that were
passed, parsed eye data for both participants, plus a list of
the parts, their movements, and their join events, with part
properties—such as shape and initial locations—taken
from the experiment configuration file. Although it would
not be difficult to include the full 500-Hz eye position data
in the XML representation, it is now omitted for several
reasons. First, this level of detail is better suited for the
kind of parsing provided by the eyetracker software itself.
Second, including it would increase file size substantially.
Third, it is unnecessary for our intended analysis.
In addition to reencoding these kinds of data from the
experimental software, the utility that produces the XML
file adds a number of data interpretations:
Look events. During these, a participant looked at a
part, composite, or static region (typically referred to as
regions of interest, or ROIs). Where gaze is on a mov-
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able object (a dynamic ROI, or DROI), these events cover
both the entire time that the eye position is within a configurable distance of the moving screen region associated
with whatever is being looked at, and whether the eye
is currently engaged in a fixation, smooth pursuit, or a
saccade. Since the XML file contains parsed eye movements, the class of eye activity can be established by later
analysis, if required.
Hover events. During these, a participant located the
mouse over a part or composite without “grasping” or
moving the part by buttonpress. Hover events also cover
the entire time that the mouse cursor is within a configurable distance of the moving screen region associated with
the part.
Construction history for each trial. This is a description
of how the pair constructed the figure, which is given as
a set of binary trees where the leaves are the parts, each
with a unique identifier. Each node uniquely identifies a
composite that is created by joining any other composites
or parts that are the children of the node.
Composition phases. These divide the time taken to create each composite into phases. The final phase covers the
final action of docking the last piece of the composite,
and two earlier phases simply divide the rest of the composition time in half. Like the construction history, this
representation can be used to study construction strategy
or to find subtasks of particular difficulty.
Per-trial breakage scores. These are calculated over the
XML format for use as a parity check against those coming directly from the experimental software.
The JastAnalyzer software that performs this processing requires the same environment as does the JCT experimental software. It works by passing the ASCII data back
through libraries from the JCT software in order to interpret
the task state. Because we exploit the resulting XML data
for a number of different purposes, we call this our “general
data format,” or GDF. It is straightforward, given the data
format, to produce scripts that show useful analyses, such as
the lag between when one participant looks at an object and
when the other participant follows. It is also easy to produce
per-trial summary statistics, such as how many times a participant looked at each of the parts and what percentage of
the time he or she spent looking at the clock.
Export to data display and analysis packages. Thus
far, we have seen how the automatically collected JCT
data are represented. For more complicated data analysis,
we export from our GDF into the format for existing data
display and analysis packages. These allow the data to be
inspected graphically, “playing” them synchronized to the
video and audio records. Such packages are useful both
for checking that the data are as expected and for browsing with an eye to understanding participant behavior.
But the real strength of such packages lies in the ability
to create or import other sources of information for the
same data, such as orthographic transcription, linguistic
annotations relating to discourse phenomena, and video
coding. Some packages also provide data search facilities
that can go beyond the simple analyses generated with
our GDF-based scripts—for example, investigations of
the relationship between task behavior and speech. Our
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software includes export to two such packages: ELAN
(MPI, n.d.) and the NITE XML Toolkit, or NXT (Language Technology Group, n.d.). Both can display behavioral data in synchrony with one or more corresponding
audio and video signals, and both support additional data
annotation. ELAN has strengths in displaying the time
course of annotations that can be represented as tiers of
mutually exclusive, timestamped codes, whereas NXT has
strengths in supporting the creation and search of annotations that relate to each other both temporally and structurally, as is usual for linguistic annotations built on top of
orthographic transcription.
Both ELAN and NXT use XML in their data formats.
Because our utilities for export to these programs are
based on XSLT stylesheets (World Wide Web Consortium,
1999)—the standard technique for transducing XML data
from one format to another—they will run on any platform, as long as a stylesheet processor is installed.
EXAMPLE EXPERIMENT AND
ANALYSES AFFORDED
Method
Task. We can illustrate the utility of the JCT systems via a designed corpus of time-aligned multimodal data (eye movements,
actions, and speech) that were produced while pairs of individuals assembled a series of tangrams collaboratively. Produced as
part of the Joint-Action Science and Technology project (www
.jast-project.eu), this corpus was used to explore factors that might
benefit human–robot interactions by studying human–human interactions in collaborative practical tasks. In this example, we devised
16 target tangrams, none of which resembled any obvious nameable
entity. To engineer referring expressions, we designed each part to
represent a unique color–shape combination, with each color represented only once, and each shape at most twice. The same initial set
of seven pieces was available at the beginning of each construction
trial. All had to be used.
Because trials in our paradigm can take over 4 min to complete,
drift correction is important. Midtrial interruptions for calibration are
undesirable for collaborative problem solving. Instead, the software
package offers a manual correction utility for use on the reconstructed
videos, which enables optional offline adjustments to be made.
Design. In order to investigate the relative worth of speech
and gaze feedback in joint action, communication modalities were
varied factorially: Participants could speak to each other and see
the other person’s eye position; participants could speak but could
not see where the other person was looking; participants could not
speak but could see where their collaborator was looking; participants could neither speak nor see the gaze location of their partner.
The condition order was rotated between dyads, but each pair of
participants built four models under each condition. Additionally,
because leadership and dominance factors can modulate how people
interact, half of the dyads were assigned specific roles: one person
was the project manager, whereas the other was the project assistant.
The other half were merely instructed to collaborate. All were asked
to reproduce the model tangram as quickly and as accurately as possible while minimizing breakages. To determine the usefulness of
a verbal channel of communication during early strategy development, half of the dyads encountered the speaking conditions in the
first half of the experiment, and the other half in the second.

Results
In the following sections, we will indicate how such a
corpus may be exploited. In the first two cases, we will
illustrate types of automatically produced data that could
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be used to explore some current questions. In the third
section, we will show how these automatically recorded
events can be combined with human coding to provide
multimodal analyses. We will cite other work that further
exploits the rich data of similar corpora.
Fine-grained action structures. Often resources are
provided for joint actors on the assumption that whatever
is available to an actor is used. Sometimes (see Bard, Anderson, et al., 2007) this proves not to be the case. The data
that were recorded for the present experiment permitted
very fine-grained analyses of action/gaze sequences that
would allow us to discover without further coding who
consults what information at critical phases of their actions. Figure 2B shows Participant B’s screen 20 sec into
an experimental trial. In this figure, Participant A has
grasped the triangle on the right, and B has grasped the
triangle on the left. Two seconds after the point captured
in Figure 2B, the game software records that the players
successfully joined the two parts together. Because our
software captures continuous eyetracks, and because it
records the precise time at which parts are joined, we
can use the construction and eyetrack records to discover
that in the 10 sec preceding the join, Participant A’s gaze,
which is shown here as a small circular cursor, moved
rapidly between the two moving triangles and briefly
rested in the workspace position at which the pieces were
ultimately joined. Participant B’s gaze, which is not displayed on this snapshot of B’s screen but would appear
on the reconstructed video, also traveled between the two
triangles, but with two separate excursions to fixate the
target model at the top right corner of the screen. Thus,
the players are consulting different aspects of the available
information while achieving a common goal. This particular goal—a combination of two triangles to construct
a larger shape—was successfully achieved. Because all
partial constructions have unique identifiers that are composed of their ancestry in terms of smaller constructions
or primary parts, it is possible to distinguish successful
acts of construction, which are not followed by breakage
and a restart, from those that are quickly broken. It would
then be possible to discover whether, as in this example,
successful constructions were characterized by the differentiation of visual labor in their final delicate phases,
whereas unsuccessful constructions were not. It would
also be possible to discover whether the distribution of
critical phase visual labor in each dyad could predict overall performance (automatically recorded per trial durations, breakage counts, and accuracy scores). Since the
composition history automatically divides the final half of
each interval between construction points from two earlier
periods, we might also look for differentiation or alignment of gaze during those earlier phases in which players
must develop a strategy for achieving the next subgoal.
Trialwise measures: Actions entraining gaze. Our
software can also summarize events during a given trial.
We illustrate how such figures might be used to determine
whether gaze is largely entrained by the ongoing physical actions. If so, there may be little opportunity for role
or strategy to determine attention here. We have several
measures to use.

In the following examples, figures for Participant A
are followed by those for Participant B in parentheses.
In the trial seen in Figure 2B, 71% (72%) of the time is
spent looking at the model, and 27% (20%) at the construction area, with the rest spent looking in other areas or
off-screen. The player’s position overlaps with a tangram
part (moving or stationary) in the construction area 24%
(11%) of the time, divided over 213 (173) different occasions, of which 56 (41) involve stable fixations. There are
29 occasions (of the 213 [173] gaze-part overlaps) during
which both participants’ eyetracks overlap with the same
object, totaling 21.5 sec across the entire trial, but only 14
occasions during which 1 player’s gaze overlaps with an
object that the other player is currently manipulating. Thus,
we have prima facie evidence that, for this dialogue, the
common task on yoked screens does not draw the majority
of players’ visual activity to the same objects at the same
time. Nor does an object that 1 player moves automatically
entrain the other player’s gaze. Making individual tests on
pilot trials for a new type of joint task would allow the experimenter to determine whether the task had the necessary
gaze-drawing properties for the experimental purpose.
In capturing this information about dyadic interaction, our experimental setup reveals a level of detail that
is unprecedented in previous studies. The data from our
eyetracker software suffice for studies of how the experimental variables interact and influence measures of task
success, such as speed and accuracy. They also enable the
analyst, for instance, to calculate the lag between when
one person looks at a part and when the partner does, or to
determine who initiates actions, as would be required for
measuring dominance.
Hand coding. Although the system automates some
tasks, it is clear that it cannot meet every experimental
purpose. Export to NITE or ELAN allows further coding to suit the main experimental goals. As a simple
demonstration, we follow the data of this study through
transcription and reference coding. We use ChannelTrans
(International Computer Science Institute, n.d.) to create
orthographic transcription in which the conversational
turns are time stamped against the rest of the data. By
importing the transcription into the NITE XML Toolkit,
we can identify and code the referring expressions used
during the task. Figure A1 in the Appendix illustrates the
use of an NXT coding tool to code each referring expression with the system’s identifier for its referent. The result
is a time-aligned multimodal account of gaze, reference,
action, and trial conditions.
This allows us, for instance, to count the number of linguistic expressions referring to each part and to relate these
references to the gaze and mouse data. As an example of
the sorts of measures that this system makes easy to calculate, over the eight speech condition trials, for one of the
participant dyads, there were 267 instances of speech and
1,262 instances of “looking” at DROIs, which lasted over
a 45-msec duration. On 78 occasions, a player looked at a
part while uttering a speech segment containing a reference
to it. On 95 occasions, one player looked at a part while the
other was uttering a speech segment referring to it. Figure 3
shows the complete data flow used to obtain this analysis.
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Figure 3. Data flow used to obtain the analysis for the example experiment.

Using data like these, we have shown how mouse movements coincide with particular distributions of referring
expressions (Foster et al., 2008) and how the roles assigned to the dyad influence audience design in mouse
gestures (Bard, Hill, & Foster, 2008).
Empirical investigation: Determining whether
dialogue or gaze projection during joint action leads
to greater visual alignment. If dialogue encourages
alignment all the way from linguistic form to intellectual
content, as Pickering and Garrod (2004) proposed, and if
there is a shared visual environment in which to establish
common ground (Clark, 1996; Clark & Brennan, 1991;
Clark, Schreuder, & Buttrick, 1983; Lockridge & Brennan,
2002), then the opportunity for 2 people to speak should
assure that they look at their common visual environment
in a more coordinated way. Similarly, having a directly
projected visual cue that indicates where another person is
looking (perhaps analogous to using a laser pointer) offers
an obvious focus for visual alignment. Thus, we would
expect conditions allowing players to speak as they construct tangrams to have more aligned attention than those
in which they play silently. And we would expect conditions in which each one’s gaze is cross-projected on the
other’s screen to have more aligned attention than those
with no gaze cursors. Using the aforementioned study,
we can test these hypotheses via analyses of viewing behavior, visual alignment, and joint action, which were not
previously possible.
First, we will examine a new dependent variable that
can be automatically extracted from the data: the time
spent looking at the tangram parts and the partially built
tangrams. These are particularly complex DROIs, because
either player is free to move, rotate, or even destroy any of
the parts at any time. In this paradigm, however, the parts
are the tools, and the tangrams are the goals of the game.
They must be handled and guided with care. In this ex-

ample, we began by examining the time that participants
spent looking at any of these ROIs, dynamic or otherwise,
as a percentage of the total time spent performing the task
using a 2 (speech, no speech)  2 (gaze visible, invisible)  2 (dyad member: A, B) ANOVA with dyads as
cases. Since we know that, in monologue conditions, what
people hear someone say will influence how they view a
static display (Altmann & Kamide, 1999, 2004, 2007),
we would expect the speaking conditions to direct players’ gazes to the parts under discussion quite efficiently.
In fact, the proportion of time spent inspecting any of the
available ROIs was significantly lower when participants
could speak to each other (17.41%) than when they were
unable to speak (21.78%) [F(1,31)  53.49, p .001].
We would also expect the direction of one player’s gaze
to help focus the other’s attention on objects in play. We
know that gaze projection provides such help for static
ROIs (Stein & Brennan, 2004). In fact, there was no discernable difference in players’ DROI viewing times as a
consequence of being able to see their partners’ eye positions [F(1,31) 1]: With and without cross-projected
gaze, players tracked DROIs about 20% of the time overall. So players were not looking at the working parts as
much when they were speaking, and seeing which piece
their partners were looking at did not alter the proportion
of time spent looking at task-critical objects.
Second, we exploited a measure that is contingent on
being able to track both sets of eye movements against
potentially moving or shifted targets: how often both players are looking at the same thing at exactly the same time.
Here, a 2 (speech)  2 (gaze) ANOVA indicates that the
ability to speak in fact reduced the number of instances
of aligned gaze by nearly 24% [29.7 with speech vs. 39.1
without speech; F(1,31)  15.76, p .001]. Reduction
in the frequency of visual alignment is not an artifact of
trial duration. In fact, trials involving speech were an aver-
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age of 7 sec longer than those without speech [95.99 sec
vs. 89.02 sec, respectively; F(1,31)  5.11, p .05] and
might be expected to increase the number of eye–eye overlaps, even if just by chance. Again, however, the ability to
see precisely where the other person was looking had no
influence [F(1,31) 1], and there was no interaction.
The analyses that reveal overlapping gaze can also generate the latency between the point at which one player
begins to look at an ROI and the point at which the other’s
gaze arrives: the eye–eye lag (Hadelich & Crocker, 2006).
Eye–eye lag was shorter when participants could speak
to each other [197 msec with speech as compared with
230 msec without speech; F(1,31)  6.44, p .05]. Perhaps surprisingly, the projection of a collaborator’s gaze
position onto the screen failed to make any difference to
these lag times [212 msec when gaze position was visible
vs. 214 msec when it was not; F(1,31) 1], and again,
there was no interaction between the variables.
Taken together, these results indicate that in a joint collaborative construction task, the facility for members of
a working dyad to speak to each other reduces the proportion of time spent looking at the construction pieces
and reduces the number of times both partners look at the
same thing at the same time. Visual alignment appears
to be inhibited when a dyad could engage in speech, but
when it did occur, there was a shorter delay in coordination since the lag between one person looking at a potential target and the partner then moving his or her eyes onto
the same target was smaller. In contrast, a direct indicator
of a collaborator’s gaze position did not appear to have
any effect (facilitatory or inhibitory) on the measures examined. Contrary to expectations, therefore, being able
to discuss a yoked visual workspace does not automatically yoke gaze. And there is no evidence that one person
will track what another person is looking at more often
when his or her eye position is explicitly highlighted. The
combined influence and shape of any interaction between
available modalities is obviously of critical importance to
the understanding and modeling of multimodal communication and, as our present example demonstrates, the paradigm expounded here offers an ideal method of enhancing
research into this topic.
Finally, gaze coordination can be further examined using
cross-recurrence analysis. This technique has been used in
the investigation of language and visual attention by Richardson and colleagues (Richardson & Dale, 2005; Richardson et al., 2007; Richardson et al., 2009) to demonstrate that
visual coordination can manifest as being in phase or nonrandom without necessarily being simultaneous. However,
these studies used only shared static images or replayed a
monologue to participants. Bard and colleagues (Bard, Hill,
& Arai, 2009; Bard et al., 2008; Bard, Hill, Nicol, & Carletta, 2007) have taken this technique further to examine the
time course of visual alignment during the JCT.
DISCUSSION
Our software implements a new method for collecting
eyetracking data from a pair of interacting participants, in-

cluding showing the same game on the screens of the eyetrackers with indicators of the partner’s gaze and mouse
positions. The method allows us to construct a record of
participant interaction that gives us the fine-scale timing
of gaze, mouse, and task behaviors relative to each other
and to moving objects on the screen.
We have demonstrated our techniques using a pair of
Eyelink II eyetrackers and experimental software that
implements a paradigm in which 2 participants jointly
construct a model. Although our experimental paradigm
is designed for studying a particular kind of joint action,
the basic methods demonstrated in the software can be
used to advance work in other areas. The software shows
how to use one task to drive two eyetracker screens, record gaze against moving screen objects, show a partner’s
gaze and mouse icons, and synchronize the eyetracking,
speech, and game records of 2 participants. Inventive message passing is the key, since messages can be both passed
between the eyetrackers and stored in the output record,
providing all of the data communication required. Tracking the relationship between gaze and moving objects, for
instance, is simply a case of having the experimental software note the movement as messages in the eyetracker
output, so that it can be checked against the gaze track
analytically later on. Audio and screen capture can be synchronized to the eyetracker output by having the experimental software provide audible and visual synchronization marks, noting the time of these marks relative to the
eyetracker output, again, as messages. Coordinating two
screens requires each copy of the experimental software
to record its state in outgoing messages and to respond to
any changes reported to it in incoming ones. In theory, our
techniques will work with any pair of eyetrackers that can
handle message passing, including pairs of eyetrackers
from different manufacturers. The message passing itself
could become a bottleneck in some experimental setups,
especially if it was used to study groups, but we found it
adequate for our purpose. Manufacturers could best support the methodological advances we describe by ensuring that they include message-passing functionality that is
both efficient and well documented.
These advances are useful not just for our work, but
also for work in other areas in which more limited eyetracking methods are currently in use. Work on visual attention could benefit from the ability to register dynamic
screen regions. Multiple object tracking (Bard et al.,
2009; Bard, Hill, et al., 2007; Pylyshyn, 2006; Pylyshyn
& Annan, 2006; Wolfe, Place, & Horowitz, 2007), subitization (Alston & Humphreys, 2004), and feature binding
(Brockmole & Franconeri, 2009; Luck & Beach, 1998),
for instance, would be less constrained if the objects were
treated in the way we suggest.
It is joint action that has the most to gain, however,
because it requires all of the advances made. The ability to import the data that comes out of the experimental
paradigm into tools used for multimodal research, such as
ELAN and NXT, offers particular promise for the study of
joint action, especially where language is involved. These
tools will enable the basic data to be browsed, combined
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with orthographic transcription, enriched with hand annotation that interprets the participant behaviors, and
searched effectively. Using these techniques will allow
a fuller analysis of what the participants are doing, saying, and looking at than can any of the current techniques.
The effect of copresence on joint action (Fussell & Kraut,
2004; Fussell et al., 2004; Horton & Keysar, 1996; Kraut,
Fussell, & Siegel, 2003; Kraut et al., 2002) can also easily be manipulated by altering the proximity of the two
eyetrackers—the limit only depending on the network
connections. Similarly, the effect of perspective on language use (Hanna & Tanenhaus, 2004), including the use
of deictic expressions such as “this” or “that,” can be investigated, as well as the differences in eye movements
during comprehension (Spivey, Tanenhaus, Eberhard,
& Sedivy, 2002) versus production (Horton & Keysar,
1996), and whether speakers engage in “audience design”
or instead operate along more egocentric lines (Bard, Anderson, et al., 2007; Bell, 1984). Functional roles, such
as instruction giver or follower, can be assigned to members of a dyad to determine how this might influence gaze
behavior and the formation of referring expressions (Engelhardt, Bailey, & Ferreira, 2006).
The experimental environment opens up many possibilities for eyetracking dynamic images and active scene
viewing, topics that are still surprisingly underresearched.
In particular, the smooth pursuit of objects (Barnes, 2008;
Burke & Barnes, 2006) that is controlled either by the person him- or herself or by his or her partner in a purposeful,
nonrandom fashion can be investigated. Data can be output
in their raw, sample-by-sample form, permitting customized
smooth pursuit detection algorithms to be implemented as
total gaze durations (accumulated time that the eye position coincided with an on-screen object, irrespective of eye
stability), or as a series of fixations automatically identified
by the SR Research (n.d.) software. Since most paradigms
involve only static images, eye movements are almost exclusively reported in terms of saccades or fixations, ignoring the classification of pursuit movements. The EyeLink II
also offers either monocular or binocular output, both of
which can be utilized by our software.
The eyes gather information that is required for motor
actions and are therefore proactively engaged in the process of anticipating actions and predicting behavior (Land
& Furneaux, 1997). These skills are developed surprisingly early, with goal-directed eye movements being interpretable by the age of 1 (Falck-Ytter, Gredeback, &
von Hofsten, 2006). More recently, Gesierich, Bruzzo,
Ottoboni, and Finos (2008) studied gaze behavior and the
use of anticipatory eye movements during a computerized
block-stacking task. The phenomenon of the eyes preempting upcoming words in the spoken language stream
is, as we have noted, the basis of the well-established “visual world” paradigm in psycholinguistics (Altmann &
Kamide, 1999, 2004, 2007).
In summary, we have successfully developed a combined, versatile hardware and software architecture that
enables groundbreaking and in-depth analysis of spontaneous, multimodal communication during joint action. Its
flexibility and naturalistic game-based format help nar-
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row the distinction between field and laboratory research
while combining vision, language, and action. The system
allows for more or less visual information recording (monocular, binocular data, or none at all) as well as for varying
symmetrical and asymmetrical cross-projections of action
or attention. Although optimized for joint action, it can
operate in a stand-alone solo mode. This system therefore offers a new means of investigating a broad range of
topics, including vision and active viewing, language and
dialogue, joint action, copresence, strategy development
and problem solving, and hand–eye coordination.
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APPENDIX

Figure A1. Screen shot of NXT’s discourse entity coding tool in use to code referring
expressions for the example experiment.
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